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Tenth New Mexio Analysis SeminarUniversity of New Mexio, New MexioOtober 11-12, 2007ABSTRACTSMiniourse A: Bilinear Operators in Analysis and PDEs.Main Leturer: Andrea Nahmod, University of Massahusetts, Amherst,MA.Guest Speaker: Rodolfo Torres, University of Kansas, Lawrene, KA.� Part I: Translation invariant smooth and nonsmooth bilinear multipliers.Speaker: Andrea Nahmod.� Part II: Bilinear pseudo-di�erential operators: beyond Coifman-Meyer's theory.Speaker: Rodolfo Torres.� Part III: The T(1,1)-theorem for modulation invariant bilinear singular opera-tors.Speaker: Andrea Nahmod.Abstrat: Bilinear and more general multilinear estimates have for a long timeplayed an ubiquitous and essential role in harmoni analysis and linear and nonlinearPDEs. Pioneer and fundamental work by J.M. Bony and by R. Coifman and Y. Meyerhas been and still is entral to important problems in these areas. Still, questionsremain as to the study of operators whih ould have singular multipliers or symbolswith 'non-standard' deay onditions; and other nonlinear transformations. In thisaspet, the �eld is still open and hallenging.In these letures, we will attempt to desribe work done in reent years by manypeople in the subjet and disuss some of the open questions.The starting point in the �rst leture will be a disussion of bilinear operators withnon-smooth multipliers and of a omprehensive riterion in one dimensions ensuringtheir boundedness. We will desribe the wave paket or time-frequeny analysis ofthe problem; pioneered by C. Fe�erman in his proof of Carleson's theorem on the a.e.onvergene of Fourier series of L2-funtions, and further developed by Laey andThiele in their elebrated proof of A. P. Calder�on's question on the bilinear Hilberttransform. The seond leture will be devoted to the unfolding theory of multilinearpseudo-di�erential operators with x-dependent symbols. Some new results for bilinearpseudo-di�erential operators beyond the results available for the so alled Coifman-Meyer lass will be explained. We will desribe in partiular how the bilinear pseudo-di�erential setup di�ers from the linear pseudo-di�erential one in terms of symbolialulus and boundedness properties on produts of Lebesgue and/or Sobolev spaes.A new riterion for boundedness of modulation invariant bilinear pseudo-di�erentialoperators; namely a T (1; 1)-theorem will be presented. The third leture will bedevoted to the study and proof of suh lass as well as to the desription of someother open problems and unanswered questions.



Miniourse B:Martingales and Fourier multipliers. What is new in thisold marriage?Main Leturer: Rodrigo Ba~nuelos (Purdue University, West Lafayette,IN).Guest Speaker: Oliver Dragi�evi� (University of Ljubljana, Slovenia).� Part I and II: Martingales and Fourier multipliers. What is new in this oldmarriage?Speaker: Rodrigo Ba~nuelos.� Part III: Martingales and Fourier multipliers. What is new in this old marriage?Speaker: Oliver Dragi�evi�.Abstrat: Many lassial singular integral operators, like the Hilbert transform onthe real line, the Riesz transforms on Rn and the Beurling-Ahlfors singular integraloperator in the plane, an be represented as ertain stohasti integrals with respetto Brownian motion. As it turns out, this lass of Fourier multipliers an be expandedonsiderably by allowing stohasti integrals relative to L�evy proesses. The goal ofthe two letures by Rodrigo Banuelos is to show how these representations and theelebrated sharp inequalities for martingales due to Burkholder an lead to nearlyoptimal bounds on Lp onstants for these operators.A di�erent approah to some of these bouonds that does not use stohasti in-tegration but still appeals to the Burkholder martingale inequalities was developedby Nazarov and Volberg using Bellman funtions. Yet another appliation of theBurkholder's inequality goes through representation of the Ahlfors-Beurling operatoras an average of martingale transforms. The leture by Oliver Dragi�evi� will explainthese onnetions.******************************************************************************Short Talks� Sot Childress (University of California, Riverside)Title: Canonial produts over the roots of ertain Dirihlet polynomials.Abstrat: We de�ne a (real) Dirihlet polynomial P of a omplex variable s as anexpression P (s) = m0rs0+ � � �+mMrsM , where 0 6= mj 2 C and 0 < rM < � � � < r0 arereal numbers. Assoiated to a (real) Dirihlet polynomial P is its anonial produt,GP , given by GP (s) = shQP (!)=0 � sw� es=w (h denotes the multipliity of 0 as aroot of P ). We use the Diophantine approximation sheme and the lattie/nonlattiedihotomy, expaunded in Fratal Geometry and Complex Dimensions (Lapidus, VanFrankenhuysen), to show that GP de�nes an entire funtion and that if Qn ! P is alattie approximation of P then, with some minor adjustment, GQn ! GP uniformlyon ompat sets. Classial tehniques in the theory of in�nite produts are employedto derive the fatorization formula P (s) = KP eKP sGP (s) for lattie polynomials.



We apply the obtained anonial produt onvergene results to reover the samefatorization formula for nonlattie polynomials.� Hung Lu (University of California, Riverside)Title: Nonarhimedean Cantor Set and String.Abstrat: We onstrut a nonarhimidean (or p � adi) analogue of the lassialternary Cantor set C. In partiular, we show that this nonarhimedean Cantor setC3 is self-similar. Furthermore, we haraterize C3 as the subset of 3-adi integerswhose elements ontain only 0's and 2's in their 3-adi expansions and prove thatC3 is naturally homeomorphi to C. Finally, from the point of view of the theoryof fratal strings and their omplex fratal dimensions (Lapidus, Van Frankenhuy-sen), the orresponding nonarhimedean Cantor string resembles the standard real(or arhimedean) antor string perfetly.� Terry Loring (University of New Mexio, Albuquerque)Title: Renyi dimension and Gaussian �lteringAbstrat: We will disuss rigourously how the generalized fratal dimensions of ameasure, suh as the orrelation dimension, an be determined by onvolving thatmeasure against a semigroup of Gaussians. This is for �nite, ompatly supportedBorel measures on �nite dimensional Eulidean spae. The Lp norms for the resultingfuntions deay at di�erent rates that depend on the generalized fratal dimensionsof the measure. We will disuss appliations in image anaylsis, espeially related toLaplaian pyramids.� Jorge Noriega-Rivera (Universidad Aut�onoma del Estado de Morelos, M�exio)Title: A paraboli version of singular integrals on manifolds.Abstrat: We introdue a lass of paraboli uniformly reti�able sets on whih ertainparaboli singular integral operators are Lp bounded.
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